In an interlaboratory survey for the quantitative determination of a clinical chemical quantity, samples the same specimen are analysed in different laboratories. If the number of participating laboratories is sufficiently large, then the differences between the 50th percentile (median) and e. g. the 25th and 75th percentiles of the results give a very reliable impression of the ränge of interlaboratory scatter for the particular analytical technique.
Introduction
Parameters, provided all analyses are performed on the same specimen. In addition to the accuracy of a quantitative analytical method, the reproducibility of replicated analyses, i. e.
if an anal y te is determined repeatedly in different specithe precision, is also an important property of any anamens ' a concentration-dependent increase or decrease in , .. i t scatter (first described for clmical chemical analyses by Keller (1) ) is often found. Precision profiles are well The extent of scatter depends, inter alia, on the proper-established (2, 3) for the documentation of the scatter ties of the analysed material, on the concentration of the of analytical results from different specimens containing analyte and the circumstances under which analyses are different ooncentrations of a given analyte.
repeated. Thus, a distinction is drawn between intra-run For the same analyte in the same specimen, factors af-(with automated or mechanized analytical Systems), in-fecting the Variation of results from different laboratotra-,assay (within an analytical series), inter-assay (from rie s> e. g. in an interlaboratory survey, are much more series to series) and interlaboratory scatter for a given complex than those affecting Variation within the same concentration of an analyte in a given matrix. Intra-run, laboratory. intra-assay and inter-assay scatter are determined in a In addition to the scatter of values within each laborasingle laboratory, and they can be described with simple tory, the number and magnitude of random errors in an interlaboratory survey also depend on the extent to which the handling procedures and the analytical apparatus can be standardized in different laboratories for the same analytical principle. In the first instance, this assumes the absence of analytical errors. Random errors of this kind arise only from the analytical principle; the inherent extent of these errors may vary for different analytical principles. The scatter of results from an interlaboratory survey may be influenced by other random factors that are independent of the analyst, e. g. differing matrices of the analytical samples, the composition of the collective of participants, or possibly by exceptional climatic conditions during the survey. The influence of these factors on an analytical result is to some extent systematic, but because of changing preconditions it is a matter of chance äs how far it plays a role in a given survey. On the other hand, interlaboratory scatter is erucially affected by the systematic differences and errors of the individual laboratories. Such differences can arise when different laboratories use the same analytical principle but 'different analytical procedures; when different analytical principles are used, these differences are often very pronounced. These different causes of errors reveal different scatters from survey to survey and, in addition, the magnitude of these scatters is often dependent on the concentration of the analyte.
Under these complex circumstances it seemed useful to use graphs to illustrate coherencies between the scatter and some of the analytical prerequisites.
For this purpose, the present account describes the construction of concentration-dependent asymmetric scatter profiles from the data of interlaboratory surveys. Our approach is based on proposals for the construction of scatter profiles from survey results published in 1986 (4, 5) and now describes the construction procedure in more detail and with some useful extensions. It is our aim to describe the principle on which, for a given quantity, different scatter profiles can be calculated according to the question to be answered, and to illustrate these procedures with examples. The scatter profiles described here do not give any Information on inaccuracy defined by target values. Owing to the well known fact that the interlaboratory scatter of results generally is much more affected by systematic errors than by random errors, it can only give a relative indication of the average differences of inaccuracy under defined conditions.
Materials and Methode

Interlaboratory surveys
The data for these investigations originate from interlaboratory sur·* veys, which were conducted in recent years in collaboration with the German Society for Clinical Chemistry.
In an interlaboratory survey of quantitative analyses, each participating laboratory is sent N samples (often N = 2) of material (e. g. serum) for measurement of requested analytes. In a single interlaboratory survey, the returned results for each analyte form N collectives of analytical vaiues. Where applicable, there will also be N collectives of results for each different analytical principle.
The distribution of these collectives* is subject to the influencing factors described in the intiroduction.
Sample materials
Each sample consisted of a lyophilizate of pre-treated (e. g. elimination of lipids etc) serum, which had been supplemented with the appropriate analytes for use in the interlaboratory survey. These samples were prepared by commercial companies.
Data processing
All calculations and graphical evahiations were implemented in the ( Programming language C running under a UNIXrsystem. The re-' gression cürves are calculated according to the well established least-squares method, see e.g. I.e. (6-8).
Definitions and terms
The following Symbols are used:
A represents a quantity;
M A represents the set of methods applied to A in the interlaboratory survey;
M e M A represents one method for A from the set M A .
A total collective comprises all the analytical values for an analytical quantity A, obtained by analysing a given sample in an interlabô ratory survey using all available methods M A .
A sifbcollective comprises all the analytical values for an analytical quantity A, obtained by analysing a given sample in an interlaboratory survey using a single method M e M A . R = , 2» ···> ikJ represents the index set for the calculation of a scatter profile of selected interlaboratory surveys (ij, k e {1,2, 3,...}).
P"
represents the n-th percentile of a collective of values (n {1,2,... 99}).
An absolute scaner element, E m , of a collective of results is defined by the valtie triple (P m , P 50 , Pioo-m)· (m e {l, 2, ... 49}).
A relative scatter element, E™ of a collective of results is defined by the value triple, (P^,, P 50 , Pioo-m), and it is derived from the absolute scatter element, E m , by calculating the relative diffecences between the percentiles P m and Pjoo-m and the median P 50 :
, PSO» (PtOO-m ẼS. = ((Pmn r , r e R represents the number of analytical values in a collective of results in interlaboratory survey r e R.
n m in represents the minimal number of results required for the calculation of E m , i. e. n r > n min . This restriction is necessary, because the reliability of percentiles äs quantities of scatter decreases in small collectives.
n ma* represents the largest välue of n r in the collective used for the construction o£the scatter profile.
Calculation of the scatter profile 2.4. l Basic model
The procedure for the cakulation of a scatter profile for results obtained with a given method is äs follows.
For the quantity A, the method M, and the number of selected inter-laboratory surveys R, all scatter elements E™ and the derived E[ n are calculated for n r ^ n min .
Let N be the number of samples distributed in an interiaboratory survey, and K. the number of interiaboratory surveys; the maximal number of scatter elements is then N · K.
With all relative scatter elements, we get two sets of points, according to the relative differences between the chosen 4 low' and 'high' percentiles and the corresponding medians. The resulting collectives contain a maximum of N · K points each, distributed above and below the abscissa. We denote these two sets of points with W" and W + , respectively.
In order to characterize the "mean" scatter, it is necessary to calculate regression curves through both sets of points. The appropriate formula (e. g. linear, polynomial, hyperbolic) must be chosen to 1 suit the particular circumstances.
! The above procedure can be illustrated with figure la, which shows | the scatter profile (hyperbolic regression) for the following analyti-! cal quantity and conditions: i.e. the scatter elements consist of the percentiles P 25 , PSO and P 75 ;
i. e. collectives containing fewer than 20 results were not considered.
These values for m and n m ; n apply to all subsequent examples of scatter profiles.
Variations and modißcations ofthe basic model
Präsentation? combining different analytical principles
The basic model yields a scatter profile for the values of an analytir cal quantity, which are measured by using a single analytical principle. The results for an analytical quantity, A, obtained by using all available principles pf analysis, M e M A , can be plotted in 2 ways.
Method^independent presentation
The scatter profile is calculated frorn the total collectives, irrespecr tive of the analytical methods üsed. The calculation of the regresr sion curves is therefore based ön the N · K points (maximum) on either side of the abscissa, where K is the number of surveys and N is the number of samples for a survey.
Method-dependent presentation
The systematic differences between the individual methods are not taken intö account in the scatter profile, in that the scatter elements for each subcolleetive are calculated separately. The final diagram is therefore a cumuHative presentation of the scatter profiles for each individual M e M A . Depending on the number of analytical principles, |M A |, the maximal number of points for calculation of the regression is Iherefore |M A | · N · K.
Method-dependent and method-independent presentations can-be compared by reference to figure 2 (a and b) .
Weighting
The quantitjes, W" and W+, can be weighted in accordance with the number of participants, äs follows.
First, taking n r äs the number of participants, every w e W (for W = W~ U W") is assigned a weighting according to the formula: g r = (n/nmax) · 40, where g r is the weighting factor. The point w is then incorporated g r -times into W to give the set W', which then serves äs the basis for calculation of the final regression curve. (To realize up to 40 different levels of weighting may seem somewhat arbitrary, but this procedure represents a good compromise between the computational effort and the resulting regression curves, because there would be no relevent change in the regression formulae if we took the actual number of participants into account.) In the diagrams weighting is roughly indicated by different sized dots. The regression follows any resulting shift ofthe centres. An example is given in figure 3 (a and b) .
Discussion
Prerequisites for the scatter profiles
It is expected that the evaluation of an interiaboratory survey provides Information about the actual state of the analytical art for a given quantity. In this context, the ränge in the scatter ofthe results from different laboratories is one of the essential aspects.
To describe the asymmetric scatter of a given collective of survey results, we chose äs a basic measure the differences between the median and the 25th percentile and the 75th percentile, respectively. It was decisive for this choice that, one, non-normal distributed values can be characterized more reliable by the aid of percentiles than by the often used Standard deviation and, two, limiting the values included to the 25th and 75th percentiles is a better basis for evaluating the state of the analytical art than using all the values of a collective, since the values outside the ränge chosen can be assumed to be more often affected by disproportionate systematic errors.
In spite of this limitation to half of the collectives, the scatter of nearly equal collectives can differ from survey to survey even if the same specimen is analysed. Furthermore, the known fact that the analytical scatter can change with the concentration of an analyte must be täken into account. Then the simple solution would be to plot the scatters of survey results observed within a defmed space of time versus the corresponding medians, and to calculate the appropriate regression curves. Such profiles show the average interiaboratory scatter for a larger concentration ränge. Thus they give more Information on the state ofthe analytical art than do the separate evaluations of interiaboratory surveys.
Basic model
Scatter profiles, constructed according to the procedure described in section 2.4.1, give a clear graphical display Eur. J. Clin. Chem. Clin. Biochem. / Vol. 32.1994/No. 5 of the extent, the asymmetry and the concentration-dependency of the interlaboratory scatter for a given combination of analyte and analytical principle or method. They enable an easy comparison of different analytical principles with respect to the above-mentioned characteristics. Thus the examples of figure l show that the interlaboratory scatter of the results for creatinine determined with the kinetic method of Merck (flg. l a) is significantly larger than that determined with the enzymatic method of Boehringer-Mannheim (fig. Ib, tab. 1) .
Criteria for justifying the use of a particular regression method are difficult to state generally. In most cases, however, the regression curve with the best mathematical approxirnation will also be suitable from the analytical point of view. The hyperbolic regression, however, appears to be the most suitable, due to its ability to reproduce the sometimes marked increase of scatter for small analytical values. , f
Presentations combining different analytical principles
A method-mdependent scatter profile (see section 2.4.2.1.1) includes the systeniatic differences and errors of the different analytical principles. This type f profile ( fig. 2a ) compared with the profiles of figure l or those of figures 2b or 2c (see tab. 2) therefore gives a visual impression of whether the values obtained by different analytical principles are hpmogeneous, or whether the interlaboratory scatter is increased by serious systematic differences. In the latter case, the total scatter is larger than that for most of the separate analytical principles.
A method-dependerit scatter profile (see section 2.4.2.1.2) does not take account of these systematic differences between analytical principles, and it rather represents a measure of the "average" scatter of all the analytical principles used in the survey ( fig. 2b ). For quantities, whose analytical values are subject to only small systematic differences, there is little difference between the method-dependent and niethod-independent scatter profiles.
Figures 2a and 2b, show these two types of scatter profile for the determination of creatinine in serum in the period 1990-1992. In the method-mdependent profile ( fig. 2a) , systematic differences between different analytical principles give rise to a relatively wide Separation of the regression lines from the abscissa, espeeially in the lower concentr tion rarige. methods are used determines in part the state of the analytical art. In this case it is reasonable to weight the scatter elements according to the size of >the subcollectives.
Weighting
The number of participants measuring a particular analytical quantity may differ greatly from one interlaboratory survey to another. Moreover, if the values obtained with different analytical principles are included in a single method-dependent presentation (section 2.4.2.1.2), the number of participants in each collective can vary. The reliability of the estimation of scatter by means of percentiles increases, however, with the number of values available for the calculation.
In the construction of scatter profiles, each plotted point should have the same statistical Status, which is not the case if the underlying collectives of results are of unequal sizes. This problem is overcome by a calculation of weighting, s described in section 2.4.2.2, which gives a higher weighting to collectives containing larger numbers of results.
As an example, figure 2c shows the scatter profile of figure 2b after weighting. Depending on the number of different methods, the number of points in a methoddependent scatter profile can be much higher compared with the method-independent presentation. In this particular case, the analytical values are similar for large and small collectives, so that weighting has only a slight effect. In contrast, the method-dependent profile in figure 3a and 3b (measurement of potassium in serum in the period 1990 to 1992) shows the need for weighting. The total scatter ( fig. 3a) is increased by the results of little-used, relatively inaccurate analytical methods. After weighting ( fig. 3b) , their influence is reduced and total scatter is about a fifth less, s shown clearly by table2. one band, increasing the distance of the regression lines froni the abscissa by a factor of 3, and, on the other band, of fairly substantial simplifications.
The following considerations were important in the choice of these conditions, in particular the choice of the method-independent presenfation. According to the basic guideliües of the German Bundesärztekammer of 1988 (10), the maximal acceptable inaccuracy for the 6 hormones is given by the reference method value and its assigned tolerance ränge, irrespective of the routine method used. Since this tolerance ränge is equally Valid 3.5 Choice of the appropriate scatter profile
There are many different possible scatter profiles for a given analytical quantity, depending ön the options choŝ en for the calculation, namely -observation period, -analytical method or reagent combination (kit), -alternative presentations with respect to methodology, a) method-independent b) method-dependent -weighting, -type of regression curve, and -minimal size of collective.
It is generally usefiil to apply weighting. If it happens that the corresponding potential interferences are not present, the results are unaffected by the application of weighting. The choice of other options depends on the problem in hand and the Information desired.
Though the scatter profiles of the type described here demonstrate primarily a limited aspect of the state of the analytical art, the Information obtainable (from these profiles) was used to formulate analytical goals for the internal and external quality assessment:
The provisional regulations of the German Bundesärzte-kammer (9) , under which the limits of inaccuracy and imprecision for the determination of 6 hormones were redefined, are based on scatter profiles calculated according to the following conditions ("parameters"):
-observation period 1987-1990, -method-independent presentation, -with weighting, -hyperbolic regression with respect to the 25th and 75th percentiles.
As an example, the scatter profiles of progesterone are shown in figure 4a and table 3, respectively. The official limits published in 1992 (9) were the result of, on the for all results, irrespective of the routine method used, it would be logical for it not to equalize the methoddependent systematic differences of the results äs is the case for method (kit)-dependent profiles (see below).
In contrast, the method-dependent profile was chosen to establish the maximal acceptable imprecision (9) with otherwise no change in the "parameterization" of the scatter profile. Figure 4b shows the resulting profiles for progesterone. (The official published limits represent in principle approximately half the distance between the 2 profiles.) There is no direct relationship with internal laboratory precision. In view of the lack of generally aceepted data for the internal laboratory control of precision, this procedure, however, represents a plausible alternative solution. The chosen criterion is therefore de facto the average scatter of the better half of the results from users of the same kit. Since this quantity includes the systematic differences between the different laboratories using the same kit, the resulting maximal acceptable imprecision represents a rather generous criterion for internal laboratory precision.
